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Whichis better foryou...
. . .getting a good night's rest, or staying up for sex?

IT'S BEEN ALONG DAY, and all you can think about is

burrowing under the covers and drifting off. But your man has
other ideas-and suddenly you have a choice to make. In the

spirit of easier decisions, we put the two head-to-head to see
which is healthier for you. Happy choosing!

Beauty rest: A lack of sleep can lead to weight gain
and hypertension, and a recent study found that those
who average five or fewer hours a night are almost
twice as likely to die of cardiovascular disease than
those who get seven or more hours. Plus, getting
enough shut-eye enhances your overall mood,
encourages physical and mental development and
re-energizesyourtiredbod. .

Sex all night: Doing the do not only feels good,
but it's also good for you too. Getting it on a couple
of times a week boosts your immune system, relieves

minor aches and burns c.a1orieswithout climbing
out of bed-enter your weight and the length of your

session at healthstatus.com to calculate exactly how many.
Plus, studies have shown that sex helps keep the blues away.

The verdict: Choose both! It's important to get a good
night's rest and have fun in the sack. And those endorphins

produce a calming effect, so get it on early and enjoy a post-coital
snooze. -Dorkys Ramos

The next time
your fast-food

craving grows too
intense to ignore

this spring, you
can pull up to the

drive-through
window Without

feeling guilty. The
new BKFresh

Apple Fries from
Burger Kinglook

l~kethe real, deep-
fried thing, but at

just 25 calories
a serving, these
crispy, perfectly

sweet apple slkes
will make you and

yourcaderashapp~
lBuen provechoJ
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I'm28 and my
husband and
I have been

trying to get

pregnant for the past
six months-but nothing
has happened. Could I be
infertile?

aFirst off, don't panic.

Infertility is defined

as the inabillty to conceive

when engaging in frequent
intercourse without the

use of contraception for
12 months or more. But if

you're really worned. you

and your husband should

both have phystcals.

complete with a thorough

history. Be sure to dlscuSS

any pnor pregnancies,

pelvic surgenes, sexually
transmitted infections and

medications. And start

recording when your penods

start and how many days

they last-your doc will
want to know. Should the

exams reveal reason to

worry about your fertillty,
she11 run a blood test for

hormones such as lutenizing

hormone (LH).progesterone,

follicle stimulating hormone

(FSH) and prolactin. Same

for your husband-his

doctor may do a semen

analysis. I recommend that

you check out the National

Ubrary of Medicine Web

site together (visit nlm.nm

.gov and search for 'fertility'1
for more information.

If you have a health-

related question, e-mail

Iifeeditor@latina.com.
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"ITOOKA
CLASSWITH

FLUIDITY'S
CREATOR,
MICHELLE

AUSTIN,AND
ITWORKED
MUSCLES

IDIDN'TKNOW
EXISTED-

THETOPOFMY
BUTTHURT!"
-KENRYAM,

RANKIN,
UFESTYlEEDrroR

.

. FITNESS

On Point
SEE YOU LATER, YOGA.After awhile, Pilates. Fluidity is the latest way
to get a long, lean dancer's body. Designed to engage all 630-plus muscles
in your frame, this system uses a freestanding ballet bar to get you off the
floor, so the back of your body works just as hard as the front, And Fluidity
helps you melt fat long after you kick off your sneakers: Strength work-
outs speed up your metabolism, helping you not only tone up but also slim
down as your body burns calories. It comes with a collapsible bar that fits
under your bed, plus a fitness ball, strength bands and instructional DVDs',
$200,flUIdIty,com-KenryaM.Rankin

. NUTRITION

Clove Love
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. HEALTH
A Fresh OutlooK

WANT AN instant

pick-me-up?

Buy a bouquet of

flowers, pronto!

Participants in
a Harvard

University and
Massachusetts

General Hospital

joint study felt

, happierand
perkier after

looking at flowers

first thing each

morning-and

that surge of

positive energy

lasted throughout

the day. It also

lessened anxiety,

something that

your morning

coffee might

actually trigger.

Boost your whole

family's mood:
Place a vase of

colorful blooms

in the kitchen

where everyone

can enjoy them,

-Dorkys Ramos

. WEIGHT LOSS

Reality ChecK
THINK OFA numberthat represents

your ideal weight. Now think again:

A recent Cornell University study found
that half of underweight women want to

lose more weight or stay where they are,

while nearly 60 percent of overweight

women have picked a goal weight
that would still put them in the big girl
category. See how much you're really

supposed to weigh: Calculate your bOdy

mass index (BMI)-which determines

your body fat based on your weight and

height-at nhlbisupport.com/bmi. -D.R.

TURNS OUT GARLIC is great for more than just making saz6n-it can protect you

from cancer too. Researchers at the University of Alabama at Birmingham found

that eating two cloves a day boosts hydrogen sulfide, an antioxidant that relaxes

vessels and increases blood flow. Not only does this protect your heart, but it can

also lower your chances of developing breast and colon cancer. To reap the

greatest benefit, crush the garlic at room temperature and let it sit for 15 minutes

before cooking. -DR

f
il
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. FITNESS
Bounce!

LOOKING FOR A workout that's as effective as it is fun? Meet your new
best friend: the Urban Rebounder (about $150,urbanrebounding.com). Not
your average plaything, this mini-trampoline is specifically designed for
exercising, with super-tough steel and a no-slip grip. Besides being laugh-
out-loud amusing, this program packs a cardio punch, improves your balance
and challenges your muscles for a superior workout. Do it at home, or find
a class at a local gym.Afraid of falling off? The fold-up home version comes
with a stability bar, soyou can hold on until you feel secure. It also includes
a carrying case and a set of DVDs. -Kenrya M. Rankin

BODY
BRIEFS

. WEIGHT LOSS

. riUTRITION

Berry, Berry Good
TRENDY FOOD ALERT: Goji berries-used in

traditional Chinese medicine for centuries-

are now popping up everywhere stateside.
Not only are they jam-packed with vitamins,

minerals and antioxidants, but they're also

believed to sharpen eyesight, boost immune
systems and improve circulation. The tasty

Dr. Weil for Nature's Path Pure Fruit and Nut

Bar in Goji Moji has just 170 calories and

4.5 grams of fat, and packs 5 grams of fiber.

What's not to like? -Dorkys Ramos

. HEALTH
Breathe
Easy
IT'S ENOUGH to

take anyone's breath

away: There are
more than 2.1 million

Latinos living with
asthma in the United

States. Since May is
Asthma and Allergy
Awareness Month,

get a free screening
and find out if you're
one of them. Visit

acaai.org for asthma

management info,
self-tests and

screening sites near

you. -D.R.

Walk.This Way
A NEW STUDY from the University of Michigan Health System found that people who strapped on

a pedometer unconsciously increased the distance they walked by at least one mile each day. This

additional 20 to 40 minutes of daily physical activity could shave off almost five pounds a year-no

dieting necessaryl Plus, you'll reduce your risk of cardiovascular disease and high blood pressure.

Even pedometers are getting smaller: Sportllne's ThinQ Pocket Pedometer ($30, sportline.com)
is tiny enough to slip into your pocket. -D.R.
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. HEALTH

Sleep, Interrupted
TURriS OUT WORKIriG the graveyard shift could do more than wreak havoc
on your social life. According to the International Agency for Research on
Cancer, long-term night workers are more susceptible to breast cancer, and
the agency now classifies shift work that disrupts your body's biological clock
as a probable carcinogen. Why? Exposure to artificial light at night can alter
sleep-activity patterns and reduce levels of melatonin, a hormone that your
body produces at night and is known to fight tumor growth. If you can't change
your work schedule, try sleeping in a darkened room when you do get to doze
off-no napping on the couch for you. -Dorkys Ramos

"ILOVE
GETTING

MYHEART
RATEUP,

CHALLENGING
MYSELF.

PHYSICAllY,
ICANDO

ANYTHING
IPUTMYMIND
TO,ANDlUKE

THATFEEUNG."
-cAMERONDIAZ

. NUTRITION

jBuen provecho/
TOMATILLOS,avocados and garlic-not only are they staples in Latin
cooking, but they're also three of the seven Latin power foods listed
in The Hot Latin Diet: The Fast-Track Plan to a Bombshell Body
($24, amazon.com), by Manny Alvarez, M.D. The good doc worked
with Latina chefs to cook up ways to incorporate these ingredients
(which also includechiles, cilantro,garbanzo beans and cinnamon)
into meals you can savor without sacrificing sexy curves. -DR.

911 WWW.LATlNA.COM. JUNE/JULY 2008
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. WEIGHT LOSS

DEAR DIARY.:.
YOU'VE heard that

keeping a food

diary can help you

shed pounds, but
who wants to count

calories all day?

Well, there's good

news: A University

of Pittsburgh study

revealed that simply

writing down the
estimated fat

content and size of

meals (think "small

snack," "medium

dinner") proved just
as effective in

weight loss as

keeping more
detailed entries.

PluS, simplifying

your self-monitoring
system will make

you more likely to

keep that journal

going, which can be

key to making
healthy food
choices.

-DR.

. FITNESS

Shal,e Things Up
FRESH FROM across the pond,

vibration training may be the fastest

way to get a full-body workout. No,
really: Just 15 minutes on a Power
Plate is equivalent to an hour-long

sweatfest on steady ground. How

does it work? Each time the plate
vibrates (up to 50 times a second),
your muscles reflexively contract,

intensifying your movements. This
forces you to use all of your muscle

fibers, versus a typical strength

workout, which averages just 40
percent muscle engagement. And

you don't have to learn any new
techniques to use it; you can do your

usual routine right on the machine.
Studios devoted entirely to vibration

training-like Station NYC in
Manhattan-are popping up all over.
Find one near you at powerplate

.com. -Kenrya M. Rankin
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. HEALTHPUT DOWN THAT grapefruit juice!
The things we eat (and drink) can alter
the effects of the meds we take. Here,
common food-drug interactions you
need to know about:

The
Clash

Grapefruit and birth controlpills: This
tangy fruit speeds up the process-
ing of most drugs, so they flood
your bloodstream faster than nature
intended Besides leaving you open to

BODY
BRIEFS

. NUTRITION

TurningBlue
SNACK HEALTHY: Opt for blue

tortilla chips instead of the white
ones. Scientists in Mexico found

that they contain less starch and 20

percent more protein than their paler
brethren. Not only are they
a healthier choice for dieters and

diabetics (sugar is released into the

bloodstream more slowly), but they

also provide a steady supply of

energy-so you won't be slumped

over your desk at 3 o'clock. -DR.

accidental pregnancy (because the Pill
clears your system quickly), it also
fast-forwardsabsorption of antidepres-
sants, pain pills and treatments for sei-
zures, blood pressure and cholesterol.

Dairy and antibiotics:Yourdoctor may
recommend that you eat yogurt if
you're fighting a yeast infection (see
page 48), but dairy products like milk
or cheese and even calcium-fortified

juices can lessen the effects of certain
classes of antibiotics. So as a rule of

thumb, avoid dairy for at least two
hours before and sixhours after taking

antibiotics like CiprQor ~evaquin.

Soy sauce and antidepressants: Those
little packets are filled with tyramine
(alsofound in redwine and agedcheese),
which can cause sudden spikes in blood
pressure when consumed with antide-
pressants. Checkyour own medications
for .interactions at medlinE!plus.gov.
-Kenrya M Rankin

. WEIGHTLOSS

Period
Power

ACCENTUATETHEPOSITIVE
. FITNESS

PMS is often

synonymous with
constant climb-the-

walls cravings. So
it may come as
a shock that a week

or so Jater, on the

very first day of your
period, your

willpower is at its

peak and therefore

an ideal day to start

that diet you've
been putting off.
Researchers have
found that the

hormones

responsible for your

cravings fluctuate

throughout the
month but are the

lowest when Aunt

Flo comes for
a visit-so it's easier

to say no to that

cheesy quesadilla.
-Dorkys Ramos

IN THE BOOK.. . Barbara Por Atras; A Latin Woman's

Guide to Rtness ($18, amazon.com), personal trainers and

childhood BFFs Barbara Trujillo G6mez and Blanca
Rodriguez show you how to be fit without sacrificing your

latinidad-they're all about loving the bodies we have while

striving to become stronger and healthier. The exercises are

aimed at emphasizing your, ahem, assets, and there are
tons of healthy modifications of your favorite dishes, like

picadil/o. Who said getting in shape is torture? -KM.R.

82 WWW.LATINA.COM . AUGUST 2008
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. NUTRITION

Cheat
Sheet

IF YOUREYESglaze over when
you read a nutrition label, you're

not alone: 73 percent of people
surveyed by the International Food

Information Council find them

confusing too. So,here's a quick
guide to making healthy choices.

-Kenrya M Rankin

SERVING SIZE: How much

should be eaten in one

serving. All info below is

based on a single serving.

CALORIES: The number of

calories in one serving.

TOTAL FAT: You need some

fat to function - the key is
what kind of fat.

Monounsaturated and

polyunsaturated fats lower

your risk of heart disease,
while saturated and trans

varieties conspire against
your health. Products

containing less than 0.5

grams oftrans fat per
serving can be listed as

zero, so check the
ingredients for the word

'hydrogenated" to see if

trans fat is hiding out. Umit
total intake to 65 grams

a day.

SODIUM: We get most of
our salt from prepared

food - not from shaking

a little on our plate-so this
is an important part of the
label. Don't exceed 2.400

milligrams a day (about one

teaspoon), or 1,500 if you

have high blood pressure.

. WEIGHT LOSS

BUll{Up

CALORIES FROM FAT: Avoid

foods that derive more than 30

percent of their calories from fat.

To figure it out, divide calories
from fat by number of calories.
These crackers are at 19 percent.

% DAILY VALUE: Shows if a

product is high or low in certain
nutrients, based on a 2,000-

calorie diet. So, one serving of
this product contains 8 percent of

all the carbohydrates you need
daily. Go to nutritiondata.com to

determine how many calories you
need in a day, based on your

height, weight and activity level.

SUGAR: Call it what you want

(you're not fooling anyone,
dextrose, high-fructose corn

syrup, cane juice, honey and

molasses!), sugar is awful in
excess. It's a carbohydrate-so it

supplies your body with energy-
but it burns quickly, unlike our

slow-metabolizing fiber friend.

Limit your daily sugar intake to

48 grams (about 12 teaspoons)

and skip high-fructose com
syrup altogether.

. FITNESS

HOTIN
HERE
NEED AN excuse

to sit in the sauna?
How about this:

Camping out in
the hot box for

30 min!1tes right
after a workout
will increase

endurance, so you
can push yourself
harder next

time. According
to a study in
the Journal of

Science and

Medicine in Sport,
participants
increased running

time an average
of30percent
after three weeks
of sauna action.
Researchers
concluded that

plasma, red cell
and total blood
volume increase
after each sweat

session, which
ups how long you

can go.
-Dorkys Ramos

FIBER IS GOOD for more than just staying regular-it can help you lose weight too. Get at least 20 grams a day and

you'll feel fuller longer, which can fight off those sudden snack cravings. But that doesn't mean you have to eat oatmeal

and brown rice at every meal to slim down. Lots of your favorite foods are high in fiber: Toss a few strawberries into your

morning cereal, have a pear with lunch and make black beans for dinner. Reach for figs or air-popped popcorn if you

need a boost between meals, and, for fiber-seekers on the go, Mott's Plus Cranberry Raspberry Sauce ($3 for package

of 4, motts.com) packs 3 grams of fiber, but only 50 calories. -D.R.

126 LATINA.COM . SEPTEMBER 2008
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The Dulce
University

Medical
Center Is

recruiting for
a study on

how familial
bonds

can help
o~erwelght

.cancer
patients

and theIr
daughters.

Call 866-
866-11108
to enroll.

. FITNESS

Worl, It Out
TRUTH TIME: How often do you actually make it to the

gym? Yeah, us too. Which is why we've pulled together the
only four items you need to build your own banging home

gym-and included some new DVDs to show you the basics.
The catch? You still need to drag your nalguitas out of bed

in the morning to do them! -Kenrya Rankin Naasel

1. JUMP ROPE

Jump rope to get
your heart rate up

and burn way more
calories than running

on a treadmill.

Pick up the Everlast
Professional

Plastic Speed
Rope ($13, everfast.

com) and not only

will you work up a

calorie-torching

sweat, but you'll also

tone your arms while

you jump. OVO:
Jump Rope Basics
($13, jumprm.com)

3. EXERCISE MAT

A cushy mat is a
must -have for

protecting your joints

while stretching and

doing flexibility
exercises. Make

the best use of the

Gaiam Thirsty

Yoga Mat ($40,
barnesandnoble

.com) with a

vigorous Pilates or

yoga workout.
OVO:Shiva Rea: Flow

Yoga for Beginners

($15, acacia

catalog. com)

4. RESISTANCE
BANDS

These alternatives to

free weights provide

a great strength

workout and take up

less space than a
rack of dumbbells.

Plus, they can be

used to train your

lower body. Pick up

three of the Original

Xertubes ($10,

spriproducts.com) in

light, medium and

heavy resistance to

get a full-body
workout. OVO:

Resistance Cord Kit

($15, gaiam.com)

2. FITNESS BALL

Rtness-ball

exercises are great

for toning your upper

and lower body,

but just sitting on

one strengthens

your core muscles

by forcing you to

make tiny shifts in

your balance. Try the

Harbinger 55 cm

Training Ball ($20,

harbingerfitness

.com). DVD: 10
Minute Solution:

Pi/ates On-fhe-Ball

($15, anchorbay

entertainment.com)

. ALERT
Check.Yourself
WHO WOULDHAVEthought there would come
a day when doctors would tell us not to do breast
self-exams (BSEs)? Well, a group of Danish
researchers is saying they don't increase chances of
survival in breast cancer patients and may prompt
unnecessary biopsies. Sut many U.S. doctors are
crying foul, none louder than Marissa Weiss, M.D.,
president and founder of breastcancer.org. "Twenty
percent of breast cancers are only found by SSEs or
doctor's exams, not mammograms," she says. And
for women under 40-whose dense breast tissue

makes mammograms ineffective-it may be the only
way to find cancer early. Go to breastcancer
.org for a step-by-step refresher on how to correctly
perform a SSE.

110 LATINA.COM . OCTOBER 2008

. HEALTH
EmotionalRoller
Coaster
OCT. 10 is National Depression

Screening Day: Women are
twice as likely to suffer from

depression as men, and the
Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention reports that even one
in six Latina teens has seriously
considered suicide. Visit

mentalhealthscreening.org for

a quick psychological checkup.

PHOTOGRAPH BY GEOFFREY SOKOL
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"FORME, IT'S
NOTABOUT

LOOKINGUKE
A SUPER-

MODa-IT'S
ABOUTFEEUNG

GOODABOUT
WHOlAM

NATURALLY."
-AMfFlICA

FERRERA, ON THE

IMPOMANCE
OFAPOSITIVE
BOOYIMAGE
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~ Followthe
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. you're getting all the nutrients you need. But we figured out
an easy way to make it happen: Aim for at least one serving

, fromeachcolorgroupeveryday.Seemypyramid.govfor
serving sizes. -Dorkys Ramos

ICOLOR

IRed

I Orange/Yellow

I Green

I Blue/Purple
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. HEALTH
Diabetes Watch
NOVEMBER IS American Diabetes Awareness Month,

and whether you're looking to sidestep diabetes or
get yours under control, here's the freshest advice

out there: Chicas who regularly eat soybeans have

a 47 percent lower risk of developing this disease
than those who don't, so add a cup of edamame
to your afternoon salad. While you're at it, hit the

streets after you munch; walking an extra 45 minutes
a day can help regulate glucose levels. You can

even do your body good while you relax-yoga can
reverse the adverse effects of metabolic syndrome

(a precursor to diabetes) by shrinking your waistline
and lowering blood pressure and sugar levels. So take

a few minutes to strike a pose five days a week for
maximum benefit.

I EAT THESE I GETTHIS
.[ WHY

Red peppers,
beets, red apples, The antioxidant
tomatoes, may lower your
watermelon, risk of developing
strawberries,

[ Lycopene

lung, breast and
cherries I stomach cancers.

Mangoes, oranges, Who doesn't want
bananas, peaches, healthy eyes, sktn
sweet potatoes, and bones? Plus
carrots, pineapple, you'll slash your
squash, yellow Alpha- and beta- risk of heart
peppers I carotene I disease.-

Avocados,
spinach, broccoli,
peas, kiwi,green

l Lutein

Keepsyour ojos
grapes I clear and bright.

Blueberries,
blackberries, Fights off urinary
plums, purple tract Infections
cabbage,

[ Flavonolds

and stre119thens
eggplant I your ticker.
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. FITNESS '"=>

No More 0
0

Excuses !:!
6::;

WE KNOWthat
a complete workout "
should' include <3

«

cardio. strength and
0«
"-

flexibility moves, but 0
>

who has that kind of '"w
time? Well. personal

I-0;

trainer Desi Bartlett
=>
0
0

is our new best '"
friend, because she

makes it easy to
'"
0
0

cram everything into
I-

one day, Her 3-in-1 '"
Total Body Fitness

DVD ($15. a.
0

acaciacatalog,com)
I-
::;

is broken into three 0
:::

20-minute w

segments, so you
'"

can get your heart
'"
0

racing before work. g
0

pump a little iron .;

when you get home
:I:
a.
«

and stretch before a:"
climbing into bed. g

0:I:
a.
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. HEALTH

iSalud!
'TIS THE SEASONto drink our

faces off,but the trade-off for being
smaller (and cuter) than men is

that we dehydrate faster and are
therefore more susceptible to

hangovers. No worries. We've got tips
to keep you out of the fetal position,

plus what to do if it's too late.

Prevent
Eat before you drink;
you'll absorb the alcohol

more gradually, especially
if you load up on carbs.

When you're out, sip
slowly, stick with one

drink per hour and

alternate with glasses of

water. When choosing
your poison, go light and

expensive: The darker
the alcohol, the more

congeners (the toxins
often responsible for the

"Kill me now!" outbursts).
it contains and the worse

off you'll be. And the cheap
stuff tends to have more

impurities, so reach for

that top shelf.

Recover
Damage already done?

Drink up-water and
Gatorade, that is. Stay

away from the Bloody
Marys and cajl!; you'll

just get drunk again (the

chaser) or dry yourself out
even more (the caffeine).
But here's what does

work: A hearty breakfast

can soak up residual

alcohol, and sugar can
have the same effect as

carb-loading. Then there's
the Mexican tradition of

eating menudo (a stew of

boiled tripe, hominy and

chile) the morning after
a night on the town. Still

thirsty? -DorkYsRamos

. NUTRITION

Loving
La Leche
PEOPLE WHO

have at least one

serving oflow-

fat milk each day
are 37 percent
less likely to

suffer from poor
kidney function
linked to heart

disease,according
to a study in
the American
Journal of

Clinical Nutrition.
Researchers

thinl!: that milk

. protein, vitamin

D, magnesium and
calcium may be

the do-gooders
at work, so start

rocking that white
mustache!

. WEIGHT LOSS

Step Away From the Buffet!
LET'S FACE IT: With Mami's pemif in the oven and the office party's open bar calling
your name, the holidays are probably not the best time to start a new diet. But there's

plenty you can do to fight off those celebration pounds without depriving yourself.

1. Go to bed. Studies

show that being a

sleep-deprived zombie
can make it harder to tell

when you're full and
lead to an increase in

hormones that

stimulate hunger.

2. When imbibing, avoid

mixers-you'll dodge tons
of empty calories.

(See above for more

drinking tips.)

102 LATINA.COM . DECEMBER 2008/ JANUARY 2009

3. Carry healthy snacks

when flying. Baggies of
cereal or dried fruit should

keep you out of the .fast-
food court.

4. Going to a potluck?
Make a healthy version of

your favorite dish so

there's at least one thing
on the menu that won't

pummel your waistline.

5. If you're hosting, give

guests the leftovers-you

don't want those turkey

legs calling your name in
the middle of the night.

6. If there's a buffet, use

an appetizer-sized plate,
then ditch the food area

and strike up a convo so

you're not tempted to eat
out of boredom.

7. Better yet, have a snack

before you go. Willpower

is easier to come by when

you're not starving. -D.R.
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. FITliESS
The Sexy Worl<.out
READY TO SWEAT your way to the Big O? A University of Texas study

found that exercise can make women more orgasmic. Working out
leads to increased blood flow, upping your sensitivity down below and

heightening sensations. Warm up with 20 minutes of cardio, then add
these moves to your routine three times a week. -Danielle Winston

Rock. the Baby (Openships)
1. Sit, legs extended. 2. Bend right knee and place foot in left elbow

or hand; hold knee with right hand. 3. Slowly rock leg side to side for
30 seconds. 14,.Switch sides.

Half Locust (Strengthenspelvis,abs and lower back)
1. Ue on stomach, chin to the floor, arms by your side, legs together.

2. Slowly lift right leg as high as possible, keeping it straight

without locking knee. Point toes and focus on lengthening lower

back while extending through foot. 3. Slowly lower. 14,.Switch sides.
5. Repeat once.

Bridge (Loosens lower back and pelvis)
1. Ue on back, legs hip-distance apart, feet on floor and close to butt.
Place arms at sides. 2. Arch lower back and pelvis upward, keeping

shoulders on floor. 3. Hold for three breaths. Jj,.Slowly lower, one
vertebra at a time. 5. Repeatthree times. '

. HEALTH

Sleeping
Beauty
SICK OF FEELING like a zombie at

work? Here's how to get the quality
shut-eye you crave-without drugs.

1. Keep your

bedroom cool,

dark and quiet,
and find the

comfiestmattres~

pillows and

comforter you can.

2. Exercise
reduces anxiety

and tires you out,

so you'll sleep

deeper. Just finish
three hours before

you hit the sack

to give your body
time to calm down.

3. Get on a sleep/
wake schedule-

yes, even on
weekends-to

keep your internal
clock on track.

Jj,. Get into a

relaxing routine.
That means no TV

or laptops allowed

when you're trying
to unwind. Opt

for a bath or a good
book instead.

6. Skip drinks high

in sugar, caffeine
and alcohol four
to six hours before

bed. And avoid

large meals right
before bedtime to

prevent heartburn
and late-night
bathroom visits.

6. Still can't drift

off? Give it 20

minutes, then

get up and do

something else;
stress over not

falling asleep,
and you're in for

a long night.
-Dorkys Ramos

'"- " ,'~.
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Do you really need
multivitamins?

THERE'S NO proof that
a multivitamin prevents chronic

diseases, but there are daily

supplements out there that can help.

Pregnant or planning to be? Popping
folic acid can thwart birth defects

even before there's a bun in the oven.

If you're lactose-intolerant, a calcium

pill can shut out osteoporosis. Dealing
with irritable bowel syndrome?

Use Align, which contains Bifantis,
the only probiotic strain clinically

proven to alleviate symptoms. And

vegetarians and vegans should take
B-12 to avoid anemia, nervous system

damage and heart disease.
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VisItallergy
andasthma
rellef.orgto
learn more
about your
symptoms,
find relief
and locate
an allergIst
near you.

. NUTRITION

OMEGA
BOOST
FLAXSEED is so

good for you, we

could call it a super-

duper-food! Not

only does it improve

brain function,

joint mobility and

endurance, but it

also promotes

healthy skin. hair

and nails. Shape
Foods Heart

Shape Flax Oils

(shapefoods.com)

make it easy to

incorporate more

Omega-3. -6 and -g

acids into your diet.
. Substitute for

olive oil, drizzle over

chicken or salmon

before serving or use

in a salad for a tasty

dressing. -D.R.
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. FITNESS
Bye-bye, Boringl
INTERVAL TRAINING-alternating between high and low intensity-

can boost endurance and the amount of calories burned during your

session, plus give you a chance to catch your breath. Personal trainer
Phoenix Carnevale shows us how to ramp up a treadrnill routine:

1. Warm up for five minutes by walking at 4 mph, 0% incline.

2. Hike it to 6 mph and 6% incline for an intense one-minute boost.

3. Decrease to 5 mph and down to 1 %. Keep pace for two minutes.

4. Increase the speed to 6.5 mph and the incline back to 6% for
another minute.

5. Drop back to 5 mph and a 1 % incline and maintain for two minutes

while your heart rate returns to a comfortable level.

6. Give it all you've got at 7 mph, 0% incline for one minute.

7. Lower speed to 5 mph for three minutes.

8. Cool down by decreasing speed to 2.5 mph and maintaining

pace for five minutes.
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. HEALTH1. Keep track of 4. Your pillow or totally remove

Sneeze' local pollen counts contains millions symptoms.
and,ifpossible, of dust mites 7.Jump in the
stay indoors when (eww) that can showerand

Control levels are high. stoke allergies. So wash your hair

2. Pets are walking invest in mattress immediately after

DEPENDING ON where you allergen carriers, and pillow covers. doing any yard
so bathe Fido 5. Clear a stuffy work.

live, allergy season may seem frequently or keep nose with a saline 8. Time for house
" like it never goes away, with him outside. rinse: Mix one cleaning? Amask

sneezing and wheezing in all 3. Leave your teaspoon of salt will protect you
but a few months of the year. shoes at the with a glass of from those dust

Although meds or allergy door. You'll avoid warm water and bunnies-or,

shots are necessary for some, tracking allergens drip some into better yet, you
into the house each nostril. could just pass

here are a few natural ways to (and, bonus, 6. Acupunctur those fun tasks on
help keep the watery eyes and keep your floors can relieve fatigue to someone else.

runny nose to a minimum. cleaner). related to allergies -Dorkys Ramos
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. MENTAL HEALTH

The Big Comfy Couch
JUST SAYTHE WORD"therapy" and The Professionals, The Methods
most people automatically picture Psychiatristsare Psychotherapyiswhat
note-jotting doctors awkward con- medicaldoctorswho mostpeoplefirstthink

, . ' . are trainedto diagnose of:talkingto a doctor,
versatlOns and a bIg leather rechner. andtreat mental and exploringwhyyoufeel
What they're not sure about is whether emotionalillnesses, the wayyoudoand
it's right for them. Take the problem andtheycan prescribe learninghowto change
of managing stress-a major factor in medslikeanyother behaviorfor the
both emotional and physicalhealth. The doc.Psychologists,on better,Butsometimes. ... theother hand,cannot; talkisn't enough;if
AmerIcan PsychologIcal AssocIatIOn theyhavea doctoral you'reconsidering
recently found that, although therapy degreein psychology drugtherapy,besure
can often be helpful in addressing the andare trained to to askabout risks,
problem, a majority of Americans still diagnoseand provide sideeffectsand any
say they'd be uncomfortable seeking individualand group interactionswithother

., therapy.Clinicalsocial foodsor medications.
professIOnaladVIcefor stress manage- workersalsoprovide Moreunconventional
ment. Truth is,manyofus couldbenefit psychotherapyand methodsinclude
from a session-or more-for avariety counseling,andthen hypnosis,electric
of serious problems. Some options to there arespecialized convulsivetreatment
bear in mind: counselorsin such andbiofeedback.Visit

areasassubstance nmha.orgto learn
abuse,anger moreabout available
managementand servicesand to find
familyand couples a therapist nearyou.
counseling. -Dorkys Ramos

. HEALTH

. NUTRITION

Breal<.fastof
Champions
YOU KEEP hearing that
breakfast is the most

important meal of the

day. but who can cook

when you're already
short on time? However,

eating breakfast revs

up your metabolism-
and it also keeps you

from reaching for those

powdered donuts later
on. Here are three

quick and easy ways to

jump-start your day:

1. Whip up a yUmmy
smoothie with bananas,

orange juice and low-fat

milk or yogurt. If you

keep frozen fruit chunks

in your freezer, you'll
save time and can forgo
the ice.

2. Use olive oil to fry

potato strips until golden
brown. Pour scrambled

eggs into the same pan
and heat until potatoes

are cooked through. Add

salt and pepper to taste.

3. Buy plain oatmeal and

create a variety of flavors

by adding spices, nuts,
chopped fruits or brown

sugar. Add hot milk or

water and you're good to

go. Your taste buds will
never get bored! -D.E.

I<eep Your Engine Humming
CAN YOU REALLY CHANGE your metabolism? Although the rate at which your body converts food into energy

remains fairly steady, there are a few ways you can speed it up. Since muscles burn more calories than fat, try
weight training a couple of times a week and eating lean proteins such as fish, low.fat dairy and soy foods. Avoid

dips and hikes in your energy levels by spacing out small meals and snacks throughout the day. Your metabolism

slows down when your body's starving, so you'd do best by munching on whole grains, fruits, veggies and

healthy fats to keep your stomach fuller longer and your blood sugar levels from crashing. -DR.
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. FITNESS
Ringing
Success
THEY MIGHT look
funny, but kettle bells

can yield serious

results. They help

tone and strengthen
muscles while

burning fat, and

they're also great for
cardio routines and

working out your

core. Just keep
safety in mind: Start

out slow with a light
weight, until you

learn how. to use it

properly. This means

keeping your head

aligned with your

body, your shoulders
back, chest forward

and elbows and

wrists straight. And

don't drop it on your
foot! - D.R.
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. HEALTH

I(now YourInsurance Plan
SHOPPING FOR health insurance can be con-

fusing, and with recent data from'insurance

companies reporting that women often pay

more than men for the same health coverage,

it's super-important to know your way around

the system. Consider this your road map.

For starters, learn the lingo. A health main-

tenance organization (HMO) provides coverage

through a group of primary care physicians,

who control access to specialists. You may have

a copayment, meaning you'll have to payout

of pocket for each visit on top of your monthly

premium. A preferred provider organization

(PPO) plan encourages its members to choose
from its network of doctors for services at a

lower cost You can also visit an out-of-network

physician, but expect to pay more for it. And

a point-of-service (paS) managed care plan

gives you the option of choosing between a doc

in 0),'out of an HMO network. Out-of-network

services will cost more, and you'll have to pay
a deductible and coinsurance.

When shopping around, ask how much
your premium will be and how long that ini-
tial rate lasts, how much out-of-pocket costs
will be and whether the company is licensed
and financially stable. Check out the National
Association ofInsurance Commissioners (naic
.org) for a list of licensed companies and the
National Committee for Quality Assurance
(ncqa.org) to see how your chosen plan scores
on its report card.

Just got the pink slip? Then look into a
COBRAaccount. It lets youkeep your employ-
er's insurance-if it's still beingoffered-for 18
months. You'll fork over more than what you
paid before, but under the recent stimulus act
you might qualify for a 65 percent payment
reduction for up to nine months. Visitdol.gov
for more info. -Dorkys Ramos

.NUTRITION

ALCOHOL ALERT
BEFORE YOU BUY another roundofdrinks,listen up:Astudy
from Washington University School of Medicine showed not just
that more women are drinking, but those who do are drinking

greater quantities than before. We're likely to develop alcohol
dependency quicker than men and represent nearly one-third of

people who abuse alcohol. Why? It takes a bigger toll on female
bodies, which contain less water and more fatty tissue; we also

break down alcohol less efficiently, so it stays with us longer. So

if the guys are drinking up. think twice before joining in. -D.n.
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. HEALTH
At-Horne Rehab
DO YOU HAVEa few bad habits you're dying to kick? If you make changes one
day at a time-added to a healthy lifestyle-you'll notice some results right away
while others will appear gradually. Focus on the gain instead of the pain and say
adios to what's keeping you from your best self. -Dorkys Ramos

IVICE

CHANGES AFTER

1 MONTH

LONG-TERM

BENEFITSI RESULTS NOW

Illfcodne e Food tastes
better arid sense of
smell Improves

Added risk. of
coronary disease
Is cut In half

Coughing and
shortness of
breath decrease

'~7
1

IAlcohol JL
Blood sugar
levels go from low
to stable

Your body has
rId Itself of
associated toxins

Excess weight
gaIn due to alcohol
Is avoIded

Better absorption
of vitamIns and
mInerals

Noticeable
reduction In stress
levels

Improved
concentratIon and
better sleep

""

:1
4

Refined .

I Sugar \.> .. l
Increase In
overall energy and
better digestion

Blood sugar
levels go from high
to stable

Lowered
cholesterol within
three months
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. NUTRITION

Smart Garbs
Think cutting all

carbohydrates from
your diet is the best

way to shed extra

pounds? Well, think

again. A recent
Tufts University

study published in

Appetite showed
that women who

went the low- to
zero-carb route

performed worse

on thinking and

memory tests, had
slower reaction
times and felt

more confused

compared to

. FITNESS

BACKACHES7
BEGONE

women who

reduced calories

without swearing
off all carbs entirely.

Here's why: Brain

cells need a steady

supply of glucose

to function. So opt
for healthy choices

like whole grains,
beans, fruits and

veggies to fuel your
body, keep your
central nervous

system healthy and

your digestion in
check. -D.R.

TRYING TO relieve lower back

pain through exercise? Reach for
the weights instead of walking
it out on the treadmill. A recent

study showed that people

with chronic back pain who

participated in resistance training
felt 60 percent better, whereas

aerobics alone only resulted in .

a 12 percent improvement. -D.R.
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BOUNCE BACI(
WE'VE ALLbeen there: One minute you're doing great on your diet, shedding pounds

and feeling more energetic; the next minute you're pressing D-3 on the vending machine
and the self-loathing begins within seconds of devouring that Snickers bar. Now what?
"Get right back on track!" nutritionist Christina Persaud says; "When we cheat on one

meal, we often say, 'I already broke my diet,' so we extend it through the day."And we all
know it doesn't end there. Here are a few pointers to get back on the right path.

II ~e~~~I~~A:~a~~~;~~~~:~~n~~nEd ~~g~~~ been peppered
with struggles and successes.

1. Evaluate why you
fell off in the first place.

"Oftentimes we set goals
that are so unrealistic

they're bound to be

broken," Persaud says. If

you find yourself making
excuses to cheat, that's

a sign that you're trying
to bite off more than you
can chew.

2. Restart as soon as

you realize that you've
derailed, but do it slowly.

"If you overdo it a,t one

meal, eat a little lighter
at the next one," Persaud

suggests. It's all about

setting boundaries you
can live with. So iflittle

sundaes have been

dancing around your
head all afternoon, go for
"it! Just take those extra

calories into account.

3. Make it difficult to get

off track again. "Keep

unhealthy foods out of

the house," Persaud says.
"If you have a craving,

get your fix outside
of your home. And if your

emotions affect your

eating patterns, avoid

the people and things
that set you off:' But if

you're a party girl who

can't turn down a great
outing, eat a balanced
meal beforehand so that

you'll order something
light or choose to share
a dish with a friend. And

don't give that vending

machine the time of day;

preplan your meals and

make it a point to bring
your leftovers to work.

-Dorkys Ramos

. Entertainment Editor Angie Romero is
now constantly working out-even while on
vacay! She's also overcome her biggest
hang-up by wearing sleeveless shirts that
show off her newly toned arms.

. Assistant Editor Dorkys Ramos has had

her share of highs and lows by gaining five
pounds and then going off track when stress

levels skyrocketed. But tai chi is a nice
release and an unexpected workout as she

learns about her emotional eating disorder.

. And for Online Editor Mariela Rosario, this

health challenge has been an eye-opener:

she's already lost 10 pounds! Though she's

currently in a rut, she's determined to
remember how great it feels to work out and

take care of her body.
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The battery-

operated
HoMedlcs

AcVustable
Lumbar

Pillow ($10,
homedlcs

.com) offers
support

and a back
massage all

rolled Into
one comfy

cushion.

FITNESS

STRETCH AWAY THE STRESS
YOURHEADACHESmight stem from looming deadlines and demanding bosses, but your cubicle could also be
causing you pain. "Most of us spend far too many hours sitting at our desks," says Margaret Lewin, M.D.,chief
medical director of Cinergy Health. "This leads to aches and repetitive stress injuries." If you take a few minutes
out of every hour to do these exercises, 5 p.m. won't find you feeling like a ton of bricks. - Dorkys Ramos
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STIFF NECKAND SHOULDERS

1. Drop your chin to your chest and

slowly trace the movement of a clock

hand with your chin. Go clockwise three
times and then counterclockwise.

2. Gently try to touch your left ear to

your left shoulder without raising your
shoulder, then do the same on your right.

Repeat three times on each side.
3. Bend your elbows and place your

fingers on your shoulders. Raise elbows

as high as you can and then swing them
forward until they touch. Repeat three

times. Then swing them back as far as you
can. Repeat three times.

ACHING WRISTS

1. Stand with arms hanging
loosely by your sides and shake them
for a few seconds.

2. Sit back down, stretch arms out in

front of you and bend hands back toward

your face. Hold for five seconds.

3. Drop your hands and let fingers relax
for five seconds. Make a tight fist with
each hand, hold for five seconds and then

bend wrists down while maintaining fists.

Hold for another five seconds. Then drop

your hands and let your fingers relax.

LOWER BACKPAIN

1. Sit back in your chair, drop your

shoulders and do a butt squeeze for 15

seconds. Repeat three times.

2. Sitting up straight, bend your right

knee and slowly pull it up toward your
chest with your hands. Hold for five

seconds, lower knee and repeat three

times. Repeat with your left knee.
3. Clasp your hands on top of your head

and gently bend to your left, then to your

riSht, holding each side for five seconds
and releasing. Repeat three times.

ERGONOMICS101

Before you blame your annoying coworker for that knot In your shoulder,
check to make sure your work,statton Isn't the culprit

. Adjust your chair
height so your feet are
flat on the floor (or a
foot rest) and your knees
are bent at about

90 degrees.

. The back rest should

lean back a bit (110 to
130 degrees) and press
against your back. If
it doesn't, use a lumbar
pillow to fillin the gap.

. Set arm rests so

your elbows are also
bent at 90 degrees, your
shoulders are relaxed

and wrists stay straight
when you type.

86 lATINA.COM . DECEMBER 2009/ JANUARY2010

. Position the center

of your monitor at eye

level and keep your
keyboard directly in front

of you.

. Keep the phone and
frequently used supplies
within reach, and use

a wrist rest only when

_you're actually resting.

IllUSTRATIONS BY NANCY CUERVO
-
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